
YOUR MEDICATION LIST
Please read this before you complete

Our office helps people find affordable Medicare Prescription Drug Plans (Medicare Part D) based
upon their prescriptions and pharmacy of choice.  It is very important we get your correct list of
medications to provide you with service and savings.  

As our client, it is your responsibility to provide us with accurate information regarding your
medications.  We will request an annual updated list to run your individual report.  We have found
common mistakes with medication lists that we want to avoid.  These mistakes can be costly to the
individual so we want to make sure we educate our clients and avoid them.  

Mistake #1:  GENERIC OR BRAND
Please know if you are taking the brand name medication or the generic.  Most people will list 
 "CRESTOR" which is a brand name medication for cholesterol and the generic name is "ROSUVASTATIN".  
The average cost difference between these two drugs is $300/month.   

On your form, please list the medications you take.  If you are unsure if its brand or generic, please call
your pharmacy and they can direct you.  Knowing this difference can save you lots of money and provide
you with a plan that meets your needs.  

Mistake #3:  COVERED BY MEDICARE PART B or PART D
Medicare Part B is your Medical insurance.  When someone gets an injection at a provider's office, this is
covered by Medicare Part B.  Medicare Part D are the medications you pick up at your local pharmacy or
mail order pharmacy.  These are the medications we need on your list, the ones you get at your local
pharmacy/mail order.

Most injections are expensive and can drastically change your prescription drug plan options.  A common
medication people will list is "PROLIA", which is an injection they receive at their doctors office for bone
density.  If you get a medication at your doctors office, it is billed under Part B, not Part D (the plan we
are shopping for you).   This medication retail cost is over $1400/month.  When this medication is added
to your medication lists for your Part D plan, it may put you on a plan that isn't in your best interest.  The
best way to avoid this is to know if its covered under Medicare Part B or Part D.  Please DO NOT list Part
B drugs on your Part D list.  

continued on page 2

Mistake #2:  OVER THE COUNTER MEDICATIONS
Your Medicare Part D prescription drug plans cover prescribed medications from your medical provider. 
 Many people take a daily aspirin, but that is not a medication you pick up with a prescription from your
pharmacy.  Please only list the medications that are prescribed to you by a provider and are not over the
counter.  



Tablet or Capsule - Some medications ask if you are taking a tablet or capsule.  Please document on
your medication list what form you are taking.  Example:  "FENOFIBRATE" comes in both Capsule or
Tablet form.  

Quantity - This is the amount you need per month.  If you take a pill once per day, your monthly quantity
is 30. If you take it 2 times per day, your monthly quantity is 60.  

Condition Treating - This does NOT need to be listed on your Part D report, but we do gather that
information from our clients for their medical coverage options.  

Examples of how to complete your form.  

Fenofibrate Tab                                  40mg                     30                       Cholesterol
Metoprolol Tartrate                             25mg                     30                       Blood Pressure
Fluticasone Propionate Diskus           250/50            1 per month              Asthma    
Rosuvastatin Tab                                  10mg                    30                        Cholesterol

         

MEDICATION                                   DOSAGE            QUANTITY             CONDITION TREATING

Our goal is to provide service and savings for our clients.  The best way to
accomplish this is to take this proactive approach and make sure we avoid
these common costly mistakes.  

If you have any questions, don't hesitate to reach out to us.  If you have
concerns regarding which medication you take, please look at your
medication bottle or contact your pharmacist.  
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We help make your experience a great one!

Mistake #4:  KNOW THE SPECIFICS OF YOUR MEDICATION
When we run your report, we have to enter the specifics of your medications.  This includes the
following...

Dosage Amount - This is the amount of medication you take (i.e. 20mg) for pills (inhalers are more
specific, i.e. 160-4.5, etc).  Please know your correct dosage.  


